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tool of management. r: 1 In order to produce a budget document which 
would be more useful to both the President and to Congress, the First 
Hoover Commission recommended that "the budget document be completely 
recast along the lines of work programs and functions. Such a docuznent 
which e designate as a ' performance budget' • • .''2 
Professor Jesse Burkhead, whose book Government Budgeting is 
one of the mo:re authoritative texts on the subject, cites this definition 
of a performance budget: 
A performance budget is one which presents the 
purpose and objectives for which fm1ds are 
required, the costs of the programs proposed 
for achieving these objectives, and the quantitative 
data measuring the accomplisbn1.ents and work 
performed under each program. 3 
The National Security Act of 1947 made possible some preliminary 
efforts towards eliminating the proliferation of discrete appropriation 
and the necessity for Congress or its com.mittees to hear literally do:...ens 
of different military officials. Much of this increase in numbers of 
separate appropriations had been due to the explosive growth of the 
1t.J. S. Commission on rganization of the Executive Branch of the 
Government, ConcludinS Report, (Washington: Government Printing 
Office, 1949), p . 3. 
2 
Ibid. 
3 Burkhead, p. 142 , quoting Chester E . Glassen. Development of 
the Performance Budget Structure in the Department of the Army, 
(Unpublished Master's Thesis), Syracuse University, 1953, p. 34. 
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defense establis ent during ~vorld Nar II. Within a shortt e it wa 
foun that the N ttona.l ecurity Act of 1947 was not ufficiently explicit 
in this area. It ~as , therefore , stren lhened and amended in i949. These 
amen ents implemented the proposals of the irst Hoover Commission 
directing that the budget e timates of the Department of De!ens 
• • • shall be prepared, presented, and justified, 
here pra ticable , and authorized program& ahall 
be adminiEJtered, in such form and manner as the 
..;,ecretary of Defense . subjf!ct to the authority and 
direction of the PYesident, may determine, so as 
to account for , and report, the cost .of performance 
of readily identifiable functional programs and 
activities, with segregation of operating and 
capital program • 1 
This ection gave vast authority over the financial management of 
the Department of Defense to the Secretary. The wording of the law 
pecified accounting for the co t of performance of readily identifia le 
functional programs and activities. Title IV created the ffice of the 
Assistant Secretary of D ienae (Co ptroller ) and provi.ded for 
Comptrollers in each of the three militar-y departments . ~itle IV further 
provided for tmiform budget and fiscal procedures and for orkin 
capital funds through the defense department: 2 
ection 40 l • • • 
The Comptroller hall advise and a eist 
tb ecretary of Defense in per£o1-rr.dng such 
bud etary a.n fiscal functionEJ aa may be 
U.S. C ngress, National Security Act Amendments o! 1949, 
P ublic La. 216, 81 st Cong., 1st Sess . (1949). p. 10 . 
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required to carry out the po~ era conferred upon 
the Secretary of Defense by this Act, including 
but not limited to those specified in th· s subsection. 
Subject to the authority, direction, and control of 
the Secretary of Defense. the Comptroller shall -
( ) supervise and direct the preparation 
of the. budget estimates of the Department 
of Defense; and 
(2) establish and supervise the execution 
of-
(a) principles , policies, and 
procedures to be followed in 
connection with organizational and 
administrative matters relating to-
(i) the preparation and 
execution of the budgets . 
(H) fiscal. cost, operating, 
and capital property accounting. 
(iii) prog1·ese and statistical 
reporting, 
(iv) internal audit, and 
(b) policies and procedures relating 
to the expenditure and collection of 
funds administered by the Department 
of Defense; and 
(3) establis uniform terminologies, 
classifications, and proc edures in all such 
matters . 
Section 402 . 
(a) The Secretary of each military 
department, subject to the authority, direction, 
and control of the Secretary of Defense, shall 
cause budgeting, accounting, progress and 
statistical reporting, internal audit and 
administrative organization structure and 
management procedures relating thereto in the 
department of which he is the head to be organized 
and conducted in a manner consistent with the 
operations o£ the Office of the Comptroller of 
the Department of Defense. 
(b) There is hereby established in each 
of the three m ilitary departments a Comptroller 
of the Army, a Comptroller of the Navy, or a 
Comptroller of the Air Force, as appropriate in 
the department concerned. There shall, in each 
military department, also be a Deputy Comptroller . 
Subject to the authority of the respective 
.. 
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departmental Secretaries. the comptrollers of 
the military departments shall be re ponsible 
for all budgeting. accounting. progress and 
statistical reporting, and internal audit in their 
resp ctive departments and for the administrative 
orgatdzation structure and managerial procedures 
relating thereto. The Secretaries of the military 
departments may in their discretion appoint either 
civilian or military personnel as comptroller of 
the military departments. • • • 
Finally. Title IV laid the foundation for extension of the use of 
working-~apital funds within the Depa.rtn1.ent of Defense: 1 
Section 405. 
(a) tn order more effectively to control 
and account for the cost of programs and work 
performed in the Department of Defense, the 
Secretary of Defeni!Je is authorized to require 
the establislunent of working- capital funds in the 
Depa;rtment of Defenae fol' the purpose o£-
(l) financing inventories of such 
stores, supplies, materials, and 
equipment as he may designate; and 
(2} providing working capital for 
such industrial-type activities. and 
for such commercial-type activities 
as provide common services \1 ithin 
or among the departments and 
agencies of the epartment of Defense, 
aa he ma.y designate. • • • 
The National Security Act An1endments of 1949 were significant 
for the follo~ ing reasons: (1) expressing congressional approval for 
per ormance budgeting; (2) establishing the comptroller function in the 
ar ed forces ith assigned responsibilities; (3) prescribing the extension 
of v orldng-capital funds ithin the Department of Defense to promote 
1tbid. , p. 11. 
.. 
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increased effectiveness and efficiency in controlling the cost of programs 
and work performed~ and (4) do 'ngrading the Secretaries of the military 
departments from executive status, 
The recommendations of the First Hoover Commie sion and the 
changes required by the 1949 amendments to the National Security Act 
of 1947 were embodied in the Budget and Accounting Procedures Act of 
1950. i The Department of Defense budge;, however, was still oriented 
towa1·d objects of expenditures. An examination of the app1·opriation 
structure bears this out. The major appropriation categories of the 
budget at this time were: 
• Operations and Maintenance; 
Military Personnel; 
Procurement; 
Research, Development, Teet, and Evaluation; and 
• Military Construction. 
Of these, only the fourth category, Research Development, Test, and 
Evaluation gave any indication of the function to be funded. During the 
1950's, budgeting remained iu these same appropriation categories. 
Congresa became increasingly distresEJed at its inability to determine 
exactly :vhere the money was going. Commenting on the 1952 
Appropriation Bill, Congressman Clarence Brov n of Ohio said. 
1 P. L. 784. Bl at Cong., Znd Sess. 
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11 I apeak as one of those '' h.o is not at all certain just what this 
BiJl provides or w hat all the items in it mean. • • • 111 
A seconc Hoover Con-unission in 1955 recommended a "program 
budgetn and proposed improvements in the government accounting 
system leading toward a cost based budget. 2 The essence of these 
recon m endations v•as that the budget should be oriented toward results 
rather than procurement. This type of budget would be based on 
per!ormar.~.ce, as recommended by the First Hoover Commission. The 
Commission further recommended that Govermnent accounting be done 
on a cost accrual basis to sho~ currently, completely, and clearly, all 
resources a nd ial:\ilities , a nd the costs of operations. These 
recommendations v; ere adopted and enacted in 1956 as Public Law 863. 
In 1959, Congres Rman George Mahon, the Chairman of the House 
Defense Appropr iations ubcommitte~, s t ressed the need for consider·.ng 
the Defense Budget in terms of major military missions. He asked the 
ecretary of Defense tt . • • for more useful f.nform ation and for· a 
practical mea.n ·of relating cost to mi sions. • . • 11 
As if to ans er Congressman Mahon, General Maxwell Taylor. 
Chief of Staff, United States Army, n"lade ·the follo ing suggestions - bile 
pre enting the Army budget in 1960. He proposed a mission-oriented 
1 
Edward A. Kolodziej, The Uncommon Defense and Congress~ 
1945- 1963 (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1966), p. 146. 






budget in terms of six programs, and suggested hodzontal cross-
service revie • 
As mentioned in Chapter I, President Kennedy's directions to 
Secretary McNamara gave renewed impetus to the improvement of 
fiscal procedures within the Departm.ent of Defense. A procedure 
similar to th.e one suggested by General Taylor was adopted by 
Mr. Hitch in implementing his budgetary improvements. He integrated 
combinations of menJ equipment, and installations into program 
elements whose effectiveness could be measured as a whole and 
compared to other choices in the range of options available for the 
national cecul"ity. In 1965, these combinations of men, equipment, 
and installations were aggregated into nine programs: 
1. Strategic Forces; 
U. General Purpose Forces; 
m. Specialized Activities ; 
IV. Airlift and Sealift; 
V. Guard and Reserve Forces; 
VI. Research and Development; 
VII. Logistics; 




These programs or budget activities embrace the following areas: 1 
I. Strategic Forces. -Consists of strategic offensive, strategic 
defensive, and civil defense. 
U. General Purpose Forces.- Consists o£ force oriented 
program elements other than those in Program (Budget Activity) I,. 
including the command organizations associated with those forces, the 
logistics organizations organic to those forces and the related 
logistics and support units which are deployed or deployable as 
constituent parts of military or naval forces and field organizations. 
Ill. Specialized Activities.- Consists of missions and activities 
directly related to combat forces, but not a part of any of the forces 
listed in Programs I and II, on which independent decisions can be 
made. Includes resources for primarily national or centrally directed 
Depart:Inent of Defense objectives for intelligence and security, and 
specialized missions such as weather service, aerospace rescue/ 
recovery, and oceanography. 
IV. Airlift and Sealift.-Consists of airlift, sealift, and other 
tl·ansportation organizations. Includes ommand and logistic and support 
units organic to these organizations. Costs are net after deduction of 
revenue from users. 
1u. . Marine Corps, Test Directive for Marine Corps Test of 
roject PRIME, MCSO P7000. 3 (Quantico, Virginia: Headquarters, 
Marine Corps Schools, 1967), pp. Z- & 2-5. 
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V. Guard and Reserve Forces. -Elements are arranged by 
program (Strategic Forces, General Purpose Forces, Specialized 
Forces, Airlift and Sealift, Logistics, Personnel upport, and 
Administration) in order to facilitate relating guard and reserve forces 
to the active forces. 
VI. Research and Development. -Includes all research and 
development activities which are not related to items which have been 
appt·oved for procurement and deployment. The cost of research and 
development related to such items w iU appear in appropriate elements 
in other pro rams. 
VII. Logistics.- Consists of supply and maintenance that are not 
organic to other program elements. Includes non-deployable supply 
depots and maintenance depots. 
VUI. Personnel Support. -Consists of tra~ing, medical, and 
other activities associated with personnel, excluding training specifically 
identified with another program element and excluding housing, subsistence, 
medical, recreational, and similar costs that are organic to another 
program element such as base operations. 
IX. Administration.-.- Consists of resources for the administrative 
support of departmental and major adminiett·ative headquarters, field 
con'lmands, and administrative activitie s (not elsewhere accounted for), 
construction support activities, and miscellaneous activities not 
accounted for elsewhere. 
3 
The basic progra structure as reorganU!:ed as sho~ ·n in ordel.': 
to clearly dist' uish at the major program level be~ een ( ) activities 
dir c ly related to d fense posture, on hi h independent decisions ca.n 
be m ade, and (2) activities hose st.t..e and resources are essentially 
dependent on the eize ana position of the independen activities. 
rogram I through Vl are considered to be independent or force,.. 
·oriented pro rams. Programs VII, Vtn, an IX a.1·e considered 
dependent pr~rams . The majority of the decisions in Program Vl, 
Research and Development. will also be ma e in relation to the force· 
ori n d programs. 
Theae major pro rams have been further ubdivide into progra 
elements, hich are the major building blocks of the programs. A 
progra element is both a de cription of a progr to be unclertak n 
and a. device for collecting co h . Program elements ar classified into 
two types , (1) Mission and (2} ervice. Ussion program elements a1·e 
charged ·ith the cost of services which are relatable and measurable 
an o tain d from service units, in a · clition tQ the costs -routinely and 
irectly cha geable to the mission. ervice progr s elen ent reflect 
only those costs \. hich are not char ed to mission eletn nts as payin 
cuato er~. Z There are approximately 1100 program elements. Now, 
for the first tim , definitions for each have been prepare • 
Depar ent of efen e, rimer on Project P IME, p. 30. 




ith these changes, m anager are able to participate more fully 
ming decisions because they have a ready measure of both 
inputs and outputs. The operating manager's experience can now be 
b tter incorporated into the pro ramming proce s. 1 This w ill 
un oubtedly 1 ad to better deci ion since the decisions w ill be based on 
a uller appreciation of all he factors involved. 
ith this extensive background for change and the advent of 
ecretary McNamara's quantitative approach to the conduct of business 
in the par ent of Defense, preparations 1ere m ade to la ch into 
Project PRIME at the earliest possible date. 
On June 9, 1967, the House Committee on appropriations issued 
it 11 too m uch too so statement and doomed the full scale 
implementation of PRIME, at 1 ast for fiscal year 1968. 2 The 
Committee directed that no change be made in the Dep rtrn.ent of Defens 
budgeting and accounting system preparatory to the form ulation of the 
fiscal year 1969 budget presentation and deleted certain necessary funds. 
The report of the Committee, however, stated that there was no 
objection to further testing of PRIME by each service t a selected 
activity. The Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) directed 
that each servic plan and execute a demonstration test during Fiscal 
1Ibid . ' p. 36. 
2 Congress, Department of Defense ApPropriations Bill, 1968, p. 6 • 
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Year 1968. The Army is conducting a test at Fort Carson, Colorado; 
the Air Force test is underway at Laughlin Air Force Base, Texas; the 
Navy is testing units of the Naval Air Training Command, ensacola, 
Florida; while the Marine Corps selected the Marine Corps Schools at 
ntico, Virginia. Since the v ork on this paper began the official 
designation of Marine Corps Schools has been changed to Marine Corps 
Education and Development Command. The installation itself is now 
called Marine Corps Base, Quantico, Virginia. These names will be used 
throughout this paper to describe the command and the facility. 
CHAPTER ill 
FIELD SERVICE TEST OF PROJECT PRIME 
The Marine Corps test of Project PRIME began October 1, 1967 
and is designed to cover Fiscal Year 1968. The choice of the Marine 
Corps Development and Educational Command located at Marine Corps 
Base, Quantico, Virg inia, as the test site was a logical one. The Base 
houses a sufficiently broad variety of activities, hich enabled testing 
to proceed in several areas . Its location near Marine Corps Headquarters, 
Washington, D. C. facilitated liaison and communications. P ersonnel 
from Headquarters, Marine Corps were assigned to ntico for 
temporary additional duty to assist w ith the testing procedures. 
The Assistant Chief of Staff, Comptroller, Marine Corps Base 
was designated as the Test Manager. The test is being conducted under 
the no1·mal s taff and command structure with m inimum augm.entation 
rather than through use of a special task force. This m ethod is considered 
to have m ore validity since the test is being conducted by the same 
offices and staff sections \l\. hich ill have ultimate responsibility when 
PRIME is implemented. The use of operating staff sections during the 
test w ill undoubtedly increase and facilitate the transition if and when 




Und r the proc d re in effect prior to October 2, i967. financial 
ana eme t of b dne Corp a e, uantico a r stric ea primarily 
to those aterial and services that reaulted in an pen ituu f 
a.ppropriat.c:d fund that 11ere allotte • Very littl attention a paid to 
oth r coat , such as rnUitary rvlces, ppropl"iations Stores ccount 
m teria.l, r aterial or :tervices char eable to open allo ente. 
ince th re wer no direct chargee for the e item • they ere consider 
a fr resource • Becauee o! this ituation, co . mand.er ere 
ex rei i control over actually only a s all percenta e of the coDte of 
ia e igne to c rrect his operations. The teet of roj ct 
ituation by provi i.n the com it a de 11 
costs, inatea o! an allotrne tor !Troup of allo enU to ov r only th 
1 mlted coat indicated above. 1hen the. in&ncing of an or ani ... a.tion or 
activity is related to the total co t o{ ~h;;.. ta or isaion a si ned, 
ore responsive ata. can be ace ulated. Costs are then r cognize 
an recorde a ainst the bud,aet at th time they occur instead f hen tb y 
are r r, in ca of those hich r quir pa nt- b n they 
are paid. A bud e such a this, coverin so ntany mo re ource , 
t eor tically ill mere e c ander ' s flexibility, ll&blin to 
shift ret~ources to meet changing de anda. 1 
Jl'ior o procee in v-·ith the discussion it ta n .c a.ry to i dud 
certa • finitto 
1u. arine Corps, Te t Directiv , p • . 1-3. 
2Ibid., 1-15. 
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l. Accrual Accounting - a method of accounting whereby: 
z. 
a. operating costs are accounted for in the fiscal period 
during w hich the benefits are received (cost of 
resources consumed or applied); 
b. costs having benefits applicable to future periods are 
deferred and considered as assets; 
c. liabilities for unpaid costs are recorded in the 
accounts hen goods or services are 1·eceived; and 
d. incom e for worker services perform ed on a 
reim bursable order is recorded in the accounts hen 
reimbursable expenses are incurred. 
Cost Centers - a subdivision of a responsibility center. 
Each cost center is an organizational entity for which 
identification of costs is desired and hich is amenable to 
cost control through one responsible commander. The first 
subdivision of a cost center is a sub-cost center. A sub-
cost center is normally an organizational entity for which 
identification of costa is desired and which is amenable to 
cost control through one responsible m ilitary or civilian 
supervisor. Marine Corps Base, Quantico has three cost 
centers: Marine Corps Developm ent Center, Marine Corps 
Educational Center, and Base Support Activities. 
3. Cost Transfer - the statistical transfe r of the cost of 
resources from one responsibility center to another. These 
38 
resources include military personnel services and 
Appropriations Stores Account material costs related to 
reimbursable work. 
4 . Expenses - the cost of: civilian personnel services; military 
personnel services; supplies and material conswned or 
applied (includes statistical Appropriations Stores Account 
material); travel and transportation of personnel; rental of 
facilities and equipment; equipment (having a unit value of 
less than $1, 000); services received (purchased utilities, 
leased communicationlS, printing and reproduction, and 
other); and cost transfer from other responsibility centers 
{military personnel services and Appropriations Stores 
Account material issues). The cost of minor construction 
having a value of $25, 000 or less is included as an expense. 
5. Expense Operating Budget - the annual budget of the Marine 
Corps Base hich contains estimates of the total value of 
6. 
all resources required for performance of the mission, 
including work or services for others on a rei.Inbureable 
basis. It also includes a quantitative expression of workload 
in terms of total number of work units by cost and sub-cost 
centers. 
Resources - consist of military and civilian personnel, 
m aterial on hand and on order, and the entitlement to procure 
or use m aterial, utilities, and services; all as required or 
39 
performance of the basic mission of the responsibility 
center and ork performed for others. 
7. Responsibility Center - as defined by the Department of 
Defense is "an organizational unit headed by an officer or 
supervisor who is responsible for the management of 
resources in the unit, and ho in most instances can 
significantly influence the expenses incurred in the unit. " 
The Marb1e Corps Development and Education Command is 
a responsibility center. 
8. Work Unit - A unit of measurement, such as documents 
processed, tonnage moved, students trained, or gallons 
processed, used to provide quantitative information 
concerning the physical output applicable to a subdivision in 
the expense operating budget. 
For the test of Project PRIME, the Marine Corps Base receives 
one expense operating budget in lieu of the usual allotments under the 
appropriation entitled Operation and Maintenance, Marine Corps. 
The single expense operating budget received by the Commanding 
General, Marine Corps Base ie subdivided into individual expense 
operating budgets and distributed to planning estimate administrators. 
The monetary portion of the expense operating budget is based on 
the total accrued expenses- 1·esources applied or consumed- regardless 
of whether or not such costs are now included in operating allotments. 
These accrued expenses include civilian personnel pay, military pe sonnel 
• 
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services charged at a standard rate, all material conswned, service 
rendered, rental charges, and military service expenae transfers from 
other responsibility centers. 
Under the test, the primary means of management and financial 
control at each organizational level are the ex enae operating budget 
planning estimate and performance reports. Thea performance reports 
include financial data and non-financial ( ork unit) output measures. 
They will compare actual output and expenses with those planned and ill 
direct attention to significant differences and the reasons therefore. In 
other than the military services area, savings achieved through 
effective m anagement in one cost center or sub-cost center may be 
applied to other so-called cost centers or sub-cost centers ithin the 
expense operating budget provided they are kept within certain category 
transfer limitations. 
Prior year items and services obligated unde r funding authorities 
outlined above which are ordered in Fiscal Year 1966 and Fiscal Year 
1967, and ill be received and consumed in Fiscal Y ar 968, vill also 
be charged again t the Fiscal Year 1968 expense oper ting budget. 
Changes 
Certain changes in procedures w ere necessary in order to 




nature and ill be described in the paragraphs immediately following. 
Others ere of a more particular nature, and took place in the areas of 
accounting~ supply, and data processing. They wUl be discussed in the 
latter part of this chapter. In addition to the foregoing, the methods and 
procedures involved in the test reporting will also receive consideration 
in this chapter. 
The first of the general changes involved a restructuring of the 
budget accounts structure to conform with the data structure in effect in 
the Five Year Defense Program. The structure within this program 
consists of a descending order of aggregation: program, program element, 
functional category, and element of expense. To these the Secretary of 
the Navy has added sub-functional and cost accounts as uniform data. 
Uniform cost accounts have been added to these by the Commandant of 
the Marine Corps. The Commandant, Marine Corps Base has further 
designated uniform cost centers, sub-cost centers, and unit cost center s 
as well as n'lission codes and labor class codes. These actions have 
culminated in the establishment of a uniform data system in descending 
order: programs, program elements, functions, sub-functions, elem.ents 
of expense, cost account, mission code, and labor class codea- all 
related to cost centers, sub-cost centers , and unit cost centers. 1 
1 ~·, p. 2-3. 
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Of the nine major functional areas l w ithin the F ive Year Defense 
Program framework, only two w ere designated for test at MaJ.'ine Corps 
Base, antico, Virginia. These two programs are Program V .. Guard 
and Reserve Forces, and Progra.zn VIII, Personnel Support. Program V 
has one program element, Base Operations, while P rogram VIII has 
three: Specialized Training, P rofessional Tt'aining~ and Training-. Other. 
ubordinate to the program elements are functional categories 
and sub-functional categories. Functional categories are. designed to 
collect expense information for one or more of the following reasons: 2 
1. Information on the cost of the fWlction is 
required t o m eet restrictions m ade by the 
Congress or to meet the needs of outside 
parties. 
2.. Inform ation on the cost of a function is 
useful in deciding on the authorization to 
be provided to an operating activity. 
3. The co~t of the function provides a control 
total tied to an underlying cost accounting 
system neede for m anagement of the 
function. 
4 . The cost of the function is useful in m aking 
com parisons and special nalys es of costs. 
T hese functional account categories, w hich w ere developed in 
response to the requirem ents of the Office of the ecretary of Defense, 
di d not fulfill all of the Marine Corps :t"equirem ents for m anag em.ent 
inform ation. Additional accounts call ed sub-functional categories ·ere 
1Supra, pp. 25-27. 
Zu. S. M arine Corps , Test Directive, p. Z- 6 . 
a 
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therefore developed to supplement the functional categories. These 
divisions into functional and sub-functional categories are far too 
numerous and finite to be discussed in detail here and their examinat ion 
is outside the intended scope of this paper. In order to illustrate the 
manner in which these divisions are made, a single example of a 
functional category, Base Services, and its related sub-functional 
categories 'T' ill be presented: 1 
Base Services 
Definition. Includes expenses !or 
miscellaneous base support functions (other than 
Public Norks functions) not otherwise included in 
other functional categories. Typical of such expenses 
are those incurred by the Communications, Security, 
Fire, Operations/ Air Operations , Weapons and 
Port Control/ 1'/ater Front. Includes the cost of the 
foregoing services hen performed by contract and 
the expenses incurred by the organizations 
performing the foregoing !unctions, including 
organic support thereof. Excludes the expenses 
of organic service functions or organizations 
identified with other functional categories 
and expenses of maintenance or related real 
property facilities. Includes rental of real 
property facilities when not other ise identifiable 
to other functional categories. 
\Vithin this functional area the follo ing sub-functional categories 
are g rouped. 2 
1 
Base Services, General. Includes expensQs for 
such other base services as meet the criteria 
for the base service functional category and are 
~·, p. 2·9. 




not specifically covered by one o£ the succeeding 
special service sub-functional categories. 
Training, General. Includes expenses specifically 
identified and measurable to the training function 
which do not fall within the sub-functional 
categories of training, specialized and training, 
professional. 
Marine Corps Laundry and Dry Cleaninti Plants. 
Includes expenses specifically identified and 
measurable to the operation of laundries and 
dry cleaning plants, supply department onlye 
Marine Corps Base Motor Transport Qperations. 
Includes expenses specifically identified and 
measurable to the operation of shops and motor 
pool functions at Motor Transport Section only. 
Reimbursable Costs. 
Under the test, all functional categories are divided into one or 
rnore sub-functional categories in much the same manner and detail a.e 
illustrated above. 
Es ential to the proper operation of Project PRIME is the use of 
expense .elements. Each expense identified to a functional category, sub-
functional category, cost center, and sub-cost center ill also be 
identified to a specific expense element. These elements are varied and 
all-inclusive. The twenty-two expense elements u sed for external 
reporting are: 
1. Military Personnel 
2. Statistical Charges 
3. Travel of Personnel 
4. Transportation of Things - Military Airlift Command 
5. Transportation of Thinga ~ Commercial Air 
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6. Transportation of Things - Military Sea Transportation 
Service 
7. Transportation of Things ~ Inland Transportation 
8 . Transportation of Things - uicktrans 
9. Transportation of Things - Other 
10. Utilities 
11 . Communications 
12. Purchased Services ~ Overhauls 
13. Purchased Services - Other 
14. Aircraft Fuel Oil and Lubricant 
15. Ship Fuel Oil and Lubricant 
16. Supplies 
1 7. Civilian Personnel 
18. Equipment 
19. Other Expense 
20. Printing and Reproduction 
2 1. ervice Transfer 
22. Investment Items 
lt is apparent from the preceding list that subdivision of expense 
elements is extremely detailed and explicit. Such detail of expense 
elements ¢ombined w ith the functional and sub-functional account 
categories provides clear audit trails and the capability of assigning cost 
do n to the lov est level practical. For the purposes of this discussion, 
all the preceding expense elements are sufficiently self-explanatory with 
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the eJ~.ception of element nwnber Zl, Service Transfer. The implementing 
instructions define service transfers in the following m anner: 
ervice Transfer. This element of e>rpense ·· ill 
be used to accumulate the credits for charges 
m ade to functional categories or program elements 
of cost/ sub-cost centers w ithin Marine Corpa 
Schools. '1'hese credits decrease the expense for 
the functional category or program element of a 
cost/ sub-cost center which earned the credit 
expense, and they a:r e to be contrast ed '' ith 
reimbursable transactions hich do not decrease 
the expenae for the :functional category or 
program element of the cost/ sub- cost center 
under which the expenses are accwnulated. The 
purpose of this element ie (1) to avoid the 
transfer of expenses by individual elem ent of 
expense and (2) to provide visibility fol:' both 
gross expenses incurred and net expenses of 
functional categories by cost/sub-cost centers. 
This expense element wUl also be used to identify 
transfer of allocated reimbursable costs. 1 
Cost accounts were established to c!<usify transactions according 
to purpose. These cost accounts are used for the uniform identification 
of the contents of management :reports. They are used in conjunction 
with appropriate functional and sub- functional categories. 2 For 
management purposes, aggregations o£ operating costs are classified in 
terms of organizational entities, that is, squadrons, groups, battalions, 
hereas aggregations of investments (procurement and construction) 
1 Ibid •• p. 2-10. 




costs are listed in terms of the item or classes of items being procured . 
Operating costs are. by definition, measurable costs. These include 
the cost of labor, material, and ervices consutned in or received by 
the lem nt. The operating expenses in an element, therefore, are 
thoee that can be charged directly to the element, through the accounting 
system. 
The purpose of this uniform structure is to provide a common 
ba is by hich to judge the 1•elative merits of the various programs and 
program elements. At the Department of Defen e level, far above the 
consideration he1·e, this uniform structure Ul permit comparison or 
cost benefit analysis of the cost of performing similar functions and 
activities within and between the military departments and defense 
agencies where the activities themselve are comparable. 1 
E~ense Operating . Budget 
Under the procedures used in the PRIME test budget, formulation 
and execution remain substantially the Salne as in previous years. In 
construction of an expens operating budget three major steps must be 
considered:Z 
l . tructuring the planning input into labor hours, material 
requirements , overhead applications and ork or services 
U. S. In ustrial College of the Armed Forces, Defense Resource 
Mana.iem nt Systems; Project PRIME. ( N"ashington, D. C., 967). pp. 36-
37. 
Zu. , Marine Corps. Test Directive. p. 3-3. 
., 
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to be performed by other responsibility centers or by 
contract. 
2.. Applying realistic dollar estimates or standard costs to the 
preceding. 
3. Totaling the amounts derived by the preceding procedures. 
Only certain expens~s may be included in the expense operating 
budgets approved under operation and maintenance appropriations. These 
particular expenses are: civilian labor, military services applied, 
material consumed or applied, services received, rental of facilities and 
equipment, and cost transfers from other responsibility centers. Included 
as expenses are end items of equipment having a unit value of less than 
$1,000 as well as costs of minor construction totaling $25,000 or less. 
None of the items mentioned above are considered expenses when they 
are incurred in the production or constt'uction of investznent items. 
The cost of investment items are US\lally those associated w ith the 
acquisition of equipment and real property. 
The follo ing are considered to be investment costs:l 
• Major end items of equipment. Items of such importance that 
they are •ubject to continual centralized, individual item 
management and asset control throughout all command and 
support echelons, and throughout their active life, from 
acquisition through use until '>vear -out and disposal . These 
l Ibid. , p. 3-6. 
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items are usually long•lived, of high unit value, repairable, 
and subject to continuous inventory control. 
z. Other end iter..:1s of equipment. All other end items of military 
or commercial type, having an acquisition cost of ove1• 
3. Repairable assemblies,. SJ?ares, andrepair parts. Items 
which are centrally managed and recoverable. 
'000. 
4 . Construction. Includes the. cost of land and rlghts therein, 
excluding leasehold. Construction is defined as the erection, 
installation, or assembly of a new facility; the addition, 
expansion, alteration, conversion or replacement of an 
existing facility; the acquisition of a facility, or the relocation 
of a facUlty from one installation to another. This definition 
includes equipment installed and made part of such facilities 
d all related site prepal."ation. 
5. ~iunitions and their components. 
There are certain conditions~ such as initial outfitting and 
modifications, under hich the foregoing distinction between expenses 
and investment costs are, to a degree, modified. These circwnstances 
are not ermane to this discussion of the distinctions and vill not be 
discussed here. 
Properly and thoroughly constructed expense operating budgets-
as propounded in Project PRIME-are an important aspect of the overall 
ma.narrement system. A system of management by exception must be 
instituted in order to signal, on a timely basis, significant variations in 
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actual cost ver us planned cost. These reporting procedures should also 
reveal the reasons for the va:riance. Through a well-constructed expense 
operating budget and responsive reporting system the manager will be 
able to discover and correct problems in his operations prior to the 
tim.e that the problems become insurmountable. 
Accounting 
The primary source of data for financial planning and financial 
control of operations under Project RIME is a system of accrual CO$t 
accounting by cost center with expenEJe classifications set up as 
appropriate. This system provi es accounts, records, and procedures 
for recording transactions and is designed to include accounting controls. 
These accounts .and records are designed to provide financial and cost 
information to all levels of management from planning estimate 
administrators to the Bureau of the Budget. 
This system has the following features: 
• double entry method; 
accrual basis; 
• internal control over all transactions; and, 
• integration of co t accounting records with the general 
books of account. 
ithin this system the principal areas of financial control are: 1 
• Management controls which provide for effective use 
of all resources (input) in relation to mi&sion (output). 
·•' 
1Interview with Major William Gouty, ccounting Officer , Marine 
Corps Base, uantico, Va., April lZ , 1968. 
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• Cost control procedures which insure that costa 
incurred are related to work authorized. 
• Accounting controls, consisting of administrative 
procedures employed to maintain and prove the 
accuracy and propriety of transactions and the related 
accounting records. 
Budgeting controls, consisting of the establishment of 
a financial plan (approved expense operating budget), 
the accmnulation of data on the same basis as the 
expense operating budget, and the taking of necessary 
action to keep operations in line with the expense 
operating budget objectives. 1 
Obviously the effective application of an accounting system of the 
complexity indicated above requires a carefully planned organizational 
structure, clear delegation of responsibilities, ell defined operating 
policies and procedures, competent personnel, and a strong inter 
audit systen1. uch a syste-m. includes the r _eporting of actual input and 
actual output and any variances from the standard. This information wUl be 
used by the military manager at all levels to assure that all resources 
consume d are used effectively and efficiently in accomplishing their 
mission. 2 
1u. . Marine Corps. Test Directive, p. 4-3. 
2Ibid. , p. 4 .. 4. 
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In the past the primary focus of accounting for operations in the 
Department of Defense had been on accounting for the source, application, 
and status of appropriated funds. A<:counting for the source of 
appropriated funds discloses the origin of the funds. It discloses whether 
the funds were derived by Congressional enactment, by reimqursement 
for goods or services furnished by others , by transfer from other 
appropriations, ol' from any of the other possible sources. Accounting 
for the statue of appropriated funds is oriented toward assisting 
m anagers in avoiding the legal entanglements of spending more than they 
are authorized. These procedures focus on the amount of the funds 
allotted, comparing then'l with funds budgeted. Within the formal systen'l 
of accounting there is virtually no attempt to ac."'ount for the resources 
actually used or to -relate the coat of these resources to the work done. 
Within the Department of Defense there are many systems bearing the 
title 11 cost accounting,' ' but they are rarely tied in w ith the basic 
appropriation accounting system. There is , therefore, no ready 
measure of the validity of the data produced by these systems. 
Because of the limitations indicated above the existing systems 
permit only an estimate of the total cost of a program or an organization. 
There is no clear cut relation between inputs and outputs . For example, 
the budget structures under the Military Personnel appropriations relate 
two types o£ pay-enlist ed pay, retired pay, hostile fire pay, travel, and 
other typl!}s-rather than to the program. categories for w hich these types 
of pay are used to provide military services. To fu1•ther complicate 
" 
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accounting procedures both the Military Personnel appropriation, and 
the Operation and Maintenance appropriation still contain investment 
costs mixed w ith the expense items hich predominate. 1 
Commensurate ith the basic change to expen$e accounting and its 
purpose of charging measurable expenses to programs and organizations 
when they are incurred, four other changes in accounting procedures are 
being m ade12 
1. Cost of military personnel w ill now be 
charged to the p.rogratn and units here the 
personnel work. 
Z. Appropriations are being purified so that 
only expense items are associated w ith the 
operating appropriations, and only investment 
items with the Procurement and Military 
Construction appropria'tions. 
3. Working capital funds, which hold assets 
in suspense from the time they are ordered 
until they are received by the final user, are 
being extended, so that operating expense 
accounts reflect only the expense of the items 
consumed, and not the cost of items acquired 
but not yet consum.ed. rv orking capital accounts 
are being established for locally procured 
contractual services. 
4. A uniform expense account structure is 
being prescribed so that accounting information 
is collected in ays that are useful to the operating 
manager and a.lso are consist-ent with the infor-
mation needed for programming and budgeting. 
Under Project PRIME the cost attributable to military personnel 
will be charged to the unit wherein they ork. Such charge is to be 
1Industrial College of the Armed Forces, Defense Resource 
Management, pp. 31-32. 
2u. S. Department of Defense, A rimer on Project PRIME, 
pp. 50-Sl . 
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appli~d at a standard ·rate, usin a single cost for each grade. Th~ cost 
of military personnel will be charged against the program, project, and 
fWlction in accordance with actual performance of duties and responsibilities 
using methods similar to those em ployed for recording costs of civilian 
employee services. Until now this most important single element of cost 
has neither been budgeted for nor accounted for. Under Project PRIME, 
users are required to budget and account for these resources. 
The two overridin requi:!:"".aments of the new procedures are the 
following: 1 
1 . All services provided by military personnel 
to mission/ organization must be budgeted for, 
and will be charged to the unit. 
Z. All military personnel ' (w ith very fe 
exceptions) must be charged to a program, 
project, and/ or function in accordance with 
actual performances of duties . In other words , 
military 'personnel will no longer be " free 11 to 
users, and all military personnel will be used at 
all times, in the sense that their costs w ill be 
charged to an operating activity. 
An exception will be made for military personnel 
assigned to combat Wlits. For these personnel, 
each service vill be required merely to accumulate 
total standard costs in aggregates by organizational 
units. 
Purification of Appropriation Accounts 
In order to accomplish effective accounting a clear division between 
expense (current consumption) item s and investment (long-lived capital) 
Industrial Colleg e of the Armed Forces, Defense R esource 
Management, p. 3-Z .. 
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items is required. For most items, this separation is clearly reflected 
in the appropriations structure. Certain expense items, ho ever, 3-re 
presently budgeted for and accounted for in procurement accounts* 
while the Operations and Maintenance appropriations contain some 
investment items. The criteria for determining whether an it~m is an 
investr.aent or an expense is set forth in a Department of Defense 
Instruction on Definitions of Expense and Investment Costs. This 
instruction will insure consistency and allow appropriate management 
of these two different types of expendii'ures. 
In general an expense may be c.on&idered an item w hich contributes 
to the current support of ~n activity. Included are labor costs both 
m ilitary and civiliar.., rnaterials consumed in use, and services received 
by an activity hich relate to ite~ current operations. Costs hich give 
rise to long-lived assets from which benefits accrue over a long period 
of time are considered investment costs. These costs are usually 
associated ·ith the acquisition of equipment and real property. 1 
Norking Capital 
orking capital accuunts facilitate better m anagement by permitting 
the m atching of resources consumed to work done. V'/orking capital 
accounts hold in suspense the cost of m aterials purchased until the 
m a terial is haued. In consideration of w orking capital accounts two ideas 
are important. The first idea is that the focus in the m anagement of 
1For a m ore detailed discussion o£ expens es and investn'lent costs 





operating re ources should be on the job, the cost and the person 
responsible for doing the job and incurring the cost. econdly. there is 
very often a ifference in time, place, and personnel responsibility 
between the purchase of a re ource and its con um.ption. The suspen ion 
of the costs in a working capital account until such time as the item is 
issued or conewned allows r sources conswned to be matched with 
work ccomplished. 1 
ithin the Department of eienee o types oi w orking capital 
accounts are used. They are: 
1. tock Funds - used to hold the cost of materials in suspense 
until is ued or conswned. 
2. Industrial Funds - used to hold in suspens the cost of 
manufactured items and services. 
Stock funds are associated ith the supply system. while industrial funds 
are typically associated with shipyards , repair facilities or other 
industrial type operations. 2 
The following illustration of the operation of these funds wa s given 
in 11 A rimer on Project PRIME. u 3 
1 
U •• Department of Defense, A Primer on Project PRIME, p. 56. 
2Indu trial College of the Armed Forces. Defense Resource 
Management, p. 36. 
3u .. 
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2. Major service and m anufacturing units will 
operate under industrial funds. uom e activities 
not presently included in industrial funds .rill be 
included. 
3. . e~vice ~tfi. S\lch as motor pools and base 
m aintenance units, that are an integ ral part of a 
base/ installation organization v,:ill b e included in 
the base/ installation operating budget and 
ccounting Qystem under v orking ca.pital accounts. 
4. HUnfilled ordersn and 11prepaid services" 
are elements of ·.vorJ~ing capital. 
T here are no ne 1 concepts here. The extension of V\ orkin capital 
funds m erely facilitates control at the point of consumption. 
Supply 
lth.ough certain changes in bookkeeping p:t·ocedul·ea have been 
necessitated by PRIME, a s weeping revamping of Marine Corps Supply 
procedures is not in the offing. The major change, that of purifying the 
appropriations, is not as large a taak as it would seem. During an 
intervie\V late in December_, 1966, Mr • . Anthony 1. Varano, Assistant 
Director Stock Fund Branch, Supply Department, Headquarters, Marine 
Corps, indicated that about ninety-five percent of the expense type items 
¥~ ere already in the MarineCorps stock fund. 1 The Marine Corps Stock 
Fund is a revolving fund for hich operating capital was initially 
tabliehed from funds appropriated by the Congress. The capitalization 
of existing inventm.•ies of items was taken into the Stod Fund at the time 
1L t Col William J. Beer, " Impact of Project PRIME on the Fleet 
Marine Forc·e Ground ~ommander. 11 (Unpublished Master's Thesis, chool 
of Business Admini~tration, George Vashington University, 1967), p. 64. 
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it was established in 1955. Sinc e that time items in the Stock Fund have 
not been " free' ' to users; rather, they are sold at prices which i_nclude 
the following elements of cost: 1 
l. Current market or production cost. 
Z.. Transportation cost from m anufacturer to first point of 
designation within the Stock Fund distribution system. 
3. A charge calculated to reimburse the Stock Fund for all 
foreseeable net losses and authorized expenses connected 
ith stocking the item. 
Since users have been purchasing from the Stock Fund liince 1955, 
it is doubtful that any major changes in procedures will be nec essary. 
Data Processing 
There have been changes in the data processing office since the 
advent of Project PRIME. These changes are due to the increased 
number of reports or to the changes in format Jf some of the reports 
previously prepared. Two completely new reports are the Military 
Labor Report and the Service Unit Transfer s Report. The machine time 
for both these reports is negligible . They have, ho ;~ever , increased the 
work load of the keypunch operators . The data processing facility uses 
both an IBM 360 and an IBM 1401; at the present time the '"'ork for 
Project PRIME i• being run on the 1401, Except for the increase in 




keypunch time the additional work load caused by PRIME has not adversely 
affected the data processing installation at rin Corps Base, uantico. 1 
Test eporting 
Follo\ving are the monthly external reports required by Project 
PRIME. 2 
E:x.pense Operating udget Summat-y and DetaU. - Reflects 
expenses at the program and program element level and 
contain total expenses, less reimbursable and staiisttcal 
e~pensea. _ penses are spread by military services, 
military service $ trans£ rred from other responsibility 
centers, civilian labor, material, othe1·, and total expenses. 
2. pense Operating Budget Financ::ial Report. -Is the sole 
•ouree of data f r posting to the appropriation ledgers 
maintained by the Accounting Branch, Fiscal Division of the 
Headquarteu:s. The report contains five separate section 
and is a comparison of the prior month' trial balance and 
general ledger with the current month's trial balance and 
ene-ralledger. It shows the. amount of change in each 
account and contains information concerning rein.1bursable 
transactions and real property maintenance. 
1Interview s :vith Captain f y Croll, Data Processing Officer. DPI-7, 
Marine Corps Base, ntico, Va., Janual'y 5, 196 8 April 12., 1968. 
ltntervie s with 1v :r. oy Freme. Systems Accountant, Barracl-
ancl rine Corps Districts , rocedure Section, Fiscal Division, 
Headquarters, ri ne Corps, Washington, D. C., ecember 2.1, 1967; 
AprU 2., 1961. 
'" 
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3. Functional Category/ Expense Element Report • . --Raflects 
accrued ·expenses by Expens.e Element within each 
.Functional Category. , .. 
4. Reconciliation of Expenses Report. -Is comprised of two 
sections which are ·Submitted concurrently' ith the monthly 
Expense Operating Budget Financial Report. , The first 
section~ the General Ledger Accounts ection. , re£lecte the 
rnonthly changes to these aecounts r;hile the second section 
entitled, Recapitulation of Expense Operating Budget 
Financial Report Se.ction, , reflects the changes from the 
Functional Catego-ry/ Expen.ae Element Report • . 
S. Performance Statement Repo-rt. -Compares the act'l.ml 
fiscal yea.r to date totals for wol'k units and accrued 
expeneee to the appr'OV'ed :fiscal year to date budget for each 
~oet account within the Responsibility Center • . A percent to 
budget and a norm pel'centage are computed monthly for 
both ork units and expenses for each cost account hich 
requires monthly budgeting. This report is an exceptionally 
good management tool since it provides managers with a 
lleting of actual expenses compared with budgeted expenses 
both in dollar figures ~~vnd in percentage form. These figure 
are given for each cost account and a total is computed for 
all cost accounts ·ithin a Responsibility Center. This report 
is available to local m.anagertt . 
bl 
6. Operations, Cost, and Performance Report. -Reflects the 
actual expen es incurred for the monthly period by 
progran1, progr element~ funetton, ub-.function, expense 
element, and cost account. Work units and man hours are 
reported at the cost account level. 
Individual Units 
In order to further examine the effects of the test of Project PRIME 
on the test units. two ''ere selected for individual study. They were 
chosen with the hope that they would e sufficiently separated on the 
general spectrum of activitie• '00 provide as comprehensive an example 
of PRIME's effect& ae possible. 
One of the units chosen as the Motor Transport Company of 
'"' rv-ice Battalion,. Marine Corps Base. ua.ntico; the other ·ras the S-4 
Section. The Basic School, ntico. 
The miesicn of the Motor Transport Company is to supply motor 
transportation on a request basis to all units at Marine Corps Baile, 
uantico. 
The 3 .. 4 ection has the. m ission of providing supply s.upport to the 
Basic School. \vhich iUelf, has th~ mission of training ne ly 
cor.runiesioned econd Lieutenants. 
The Motor Transport Company was selected pri arily because 
its operations should have become adapted to the concepts and procedures 
of Project P 1M to the fullest extent. Indeed the operations of a 
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mythical motor pool are used by m any of PRIME's m ost ardent proponents 
to illustrate the system functioning at its optimum.. The foUo uing story 
in one form or another is frequently used. 
The base commander has an efficient but limite m otor pool, from. 
hich he hopes to service all the units on the base. In order to do so he 
ha devi ed a set of :t'ules specifying the circtllfistances under which 
subordinate m anagers may obtain •eit'vicee from the m otor pool. These 
rules are interpreted and enforced by the m otor pool manager ho, in 
I 
effect , decide the relative pl"iorities of the line m anager's requests for 
transportation. 
t cert.ain t imes there are more requests for trucks and other 
vehicles. than can be filled by the motor pool. Whether or not a 
pa¥ticular line :manager get· ~!ie ve icle he e'iue ts is the decision of 
the m otor pool manager. The line manager has no recourse from these 
decisions other than to appeal the decision to higher autbprity • 
.At the sam• time, because the line manager pays nothing for the 
u&e of the vehicle he m ay, in fact, request transportation hen he has 
only slight need for it. Under certain circum stances he may request a 
tru.ck when a sedan will do. ince the line managet·' s costs are not 
affected by his decision whether or not to use a. vehicle, he is not 
motivated to consider w hether the trucll is necessary or not. Unde,r the 
procedures set up by RIME, so the story goes, the manager -·ill look 
more critically at the uee of a vehicle because he w Ul be charged for its 
use and such expenditure will diminieh the total amount of t-esources 
ith whic be pas to \YOrk. 
b 
It is ae if the corn manding officer had removed the rules governb1g 
the use of vehicles and said to the line managers: " 1£ you think the cost 
of the use of this truck is w orth· bile to your operations you n: ay have 
it. The decision is solely yours and should be m ade in the light oi the 
other resources your have available. n The illustration f.urther indicates 
that the line m anager might even go s o far as to hire outside transportation 
should the base commander permit birn to to so and should he believe it 
iB able t o clo the job for less cost. 
These usag e charges , it is claimed, would eause the line managers 
to think about all of the resources used since they ould be charged for 
each and every item and for all services which are used in accomplishing 
the m ission assigned. 
In actual practice the system at the Motor Transport Company 
worked exactly as the illustration given above. It succeeded to the 
de ree expected by its most optimistic proponents . Of cours-e, there 
are some minor difficulties in the system. None s eem so large 
individually, nor so overwhelm ing in the aggregate, how ever, as to 
cau e major difficulties. 
s soon as the Motor Transport Company began to charge for their 
services the commanders immediately reduced the number of requests 
~or transportation. Shortly therea!ter, many began to ask fo.r information 
regarding the price charged for the use of a particular type of vehicle. 
Next, the drivers ' salaries became the subject of inquiry and action. 
R equesting units began to uee their own personnel as drivera rather than 
c 
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bear the cost of a driver from Motor 'l'ransport Company. Yithin a 
very short time the commanders had become acutely aware of the co t8 
of transportation. a service w hich for years they had received for the 
asking wit1i no regard to coet. 
One oi the difficulties ith the procedures as carried out in the 
Motor Transport Company is the vastly incre~use paper w or.l necessary 
to support the system. In order to accuratel y charge the using units for 
vehicle and driver use, several different rate schedules had to be :vorked 
out. Charges differ for the type of vehicle and grade of driver . So co t 
conscious have the Tequesting units become that they attempt to get 
drivers of lower grades in order to keep down the cost. 2 
The detailed cost breakdo ns btdicated previously have eauaed an 
increase in the nu:m.ber of men employed to handle the adtniniatrative 
aspects of thie section of the Motor Transport Company' s operations from 
one to seven. 3 It should also be mentioned that because of the increased 
complexity of the bookkcepina procedures either an increaae in the rade 
level or the educational level of the personnel employed Jill most likely 
be neceeeary, 
The additional six men have been provided ft~om personnel who 
have been ropped from the Officer Candidate School program. J\11 of 
Interview with Captain Kelbaugh, Assistant Operations Officer~ 
Motor Transport Company, arine Corps Base,. Quantico, Va., Aprill2, 19£8. 
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these per..s onnel are college graduates and tnost of them have degrees 
i.n business. bile the w ork -.; hlch they perform is not directly related to 
their advanced education, the education has enabled them to comprehend 
the procedUl"eS quickly and to perform at the level of highly trained 
clerks-.. ithln ~few days. Officer Candi _ate chool " drops" have been 
us~d in other offices at Quantico to assist with Project R.lME. •uantic~ 
alone, among the post and stations of the Marine Corps. has such a 
ready pool of highly educated personnel available. At othe1· locations in 
the Marine Corps, these duties must be performe by the enlisted 
Marines already assigned. Their ability to institute an operate the 
accounting and re(:ord keeping procedures needed lor PRIME v•ill be 
some~ · hat lower than the ability of the pers~nnel now worl ·ng at Quantico. 
On the encouraging side, ho • ever, is the fact that as the test proceeds, 
better system• 
load. 
a procad ee are developed to cope ith the increas d 
The S-4 section of the Basic School had adopted the procedures 
required by the Proje~t PlUME test with little trouble. The results with 
respect to reduced requests for support have not been nearly as ram.atic 
as those at the Motor Transport Company. This is most probably due to 
the £act that the demands of the Basic School allow less latitude for 
change, an are therefore less elastic. The new procedures required for 
the PRIME teat require ' ork unit data and military personnel costs to be 
reported. In or r to provide this information, additional records must 
be kept. 
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The additional local reports required by this phase of the test are 
prepared by the regular clerical personnel. Other changes " 'ithin the 
upply/.Fiscal section are minor and, with a further period of shaldng 
down, should be of no consequence. 1 
Both the Motor '\!':ran sport Company and the S- 4 have made the 
transition to the Project PRIME procedures \lith little difficulty. In 
each case the new procedures have brought about an increa.s~d cost 
consciousness and will, w ith time, achieve some of the savings for 
"vhich the system was designed. Of particular value to each of the units 
is the Performance tatement Report. This rep rt enables each recipient 
. 
to evaluate hie unit's actual performance and to compare it 'ith planned 
performance. In both units increased clerical work resulted from the 
requir menta of the test. It can be expected that as the personnel gain 
experience and skill the amount of time required for 1·ecord keeping 
and :for preparing the new r eports will decrease. In some areas, there 
is a point beyond which training and experience will no longer reduce the 
clerical thne required. It is, inevitable that increases in clerieal 
personnel iU be required. 
1
tnterview ith Major Glenn Bratcher, Supply/ Flsc.al Officer, The 
Baeic School, Marine Corps Bas , Quantico, Va., prll 12, 968. 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMM .ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Despite the fact that many people are reacting to PRIME a.s thou~h 
it were an unprecendented change in Department o£ Defense m anagement 
procedures, it is really but the next logical tep in a continual 
evolutionary process.. It is a large step, to be sure, and more S\iteeping 
in scope and concept than the changes which have gone before, but 
n vertheless it ifl:l evolutionary and not revolutionary in nature. 
Action directed toward achieving the same ends as thoae envisioned 
in Project P IME was recommended by thc;l Second Hoover Commission 
in the rnid-nineteen fifties and enacted into law by Public Law 84-863, 
which was approved on August 1, 956. Section Z of that Act directs: 1 
l 
(a) The head of each executive agency shall • • • 
take •hat ever action may be necessary to 
achieve • • • 
( ) consistency in accounting and budget 
cla.s sifl cation, 
(Z) synchronization between accounting 
and budget classifications and 
organi:z:ational structure, and 
(3) support of the budget justifications 
by information on performance and 
U. S. Congress , An Act to hnprov• Governmental Budgeting and 
Account~na Methods and Procedures, Public La · 863, 84th Cong., Znd 




and program. costs by organizational 
units. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . (. . . . . . . . . . . 
(c) As soon as practicable after the date of 
enactment of this s.ubNsection, the head of 
each executive agency shall, in accordance 
-.: ith principles and &tandards prescribed 
by the Comptroller General, cau&e the 
accounts of such agency to be m aintained on 
an accrual baaie to abo the resources, 
liabilitieo, and costs of operations of such 
agency ith a view to facilitating the . 
preparation of c-ost--based budgets. • • • 
Action towa,rd achieving the improvements directed by Public La 
863 m oved slo ly for the next decade. President Johnson's memorandum 
of May Z4, 1966 gave renew ed impetus to the current efforts to improve 
budgeting, accounting, and appropriation procedures .-ithln the Federal 
Government. 1 
Since the issuance of the resident's mernorandwn, the Department 
of Defense has moved rapidly. In fact, moved so rapidly that the Congress 
became wary o! the speed 'ith which action as being taken, and in the 
House Committee Report of June 9,1967, it directed that the 
itnplementation of roject RIME be postponed one year from July 1, 1967 
until July 1, 1968. 2 
lthough Congress prohibited the full scale implementation of 
PRIM at this tim e, additional testing w as permitted in each of the 
services. 
1P reaidential Memorandwn, May Z4, 1966, pp. 1 & z. 
Zcongress, l)epartment of Defense Appropriations Bill, 968, p. 6. 
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at the operating co ander's level. 
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moved to ana e. m r• fficien.tly than pr viously~ 
The results achieve totor Transport Company abo r. the 
e application of the ccncept f roject o industrial/ 
-L'"'-... v.~. .... was suceeae!ul in 





of resource Iii and permitting cost~ benefit analysis to be used in 
decisions. 
net of the aspects of Project PRIME is the measure of input against 
output. In other than industrial/ commercial operations, the unit of output 
is difficult to measure. In fact, it may even e difficult to name. ~tVhat is 
the unit of output for an infantry battalion-is it peace-days, non-war$, 
or some degree of preparedness? What is it for a military police unit-
the n1.1Il:1ber of times offenses are not committed? How doe$ one judge 
one military police unit's non-crbnes against others? 
The difficulty in measuring input lies in the assessment of military 
manpower costs. ince under the Tables of Organization, 1 units of equal 
size are authorized equal nwnbers of personnel, very little is actually 
achieved by budgeting and accounting for military personnel costs. The 
military personnel costs for Marine Divieion X on the West Coast and 
Marine Division Y on the East Coast will be exactly the same. 
The results of the test of Project P-RIME at Marine Corps Base, 
Quantico, were described in a series of intervte s and briefings held 
over a period of six months with Lieutenant Colonel E . R. DeLong, 
Comptroller, and M..arine Corps Development and Edu.cation Command 
Project Officer for the test. Z 
1 A Table of Organization is a military personnel assignment table 
specifying the number and grade of personnel assigned to a unit. 
z 
Interviews ith Lt Col E. R . DeLong, Comptroller, Marine Corps 
Base, Quantico, Virginia, November 1967 through April 1968. 
• 
12 
In the initial test directive, the Commandant of the Marine Corps 
directed that certain objectives be fulfilled. These objectives w er first 
enumerated in Chapter lll. 
The first objective as to evaluate the practicality of merging 
resource& currently contained in the two appropriations, Operations and 
Maintenance, Marine Co:r:ps, and Milita:r:y Personnel, Marine Corps. 1 
The Expense Operating Budget issued to the Marine Corps Develop1n ent 
and Education Command did merge the resources available in these two 
allotments. Despite this merger, the Expense Operating Budget provided 
for separate accountability for military personnel expenses at standard 
rates and for the expenses incur-red fo2' operations. Subsidiary records, 
how ever, were maintained for each type of expense. Consequently real 
merging of resources was only partially achieved. 
The second objective w as t{") evaluate the parallel structuring of 
programming , budgeting, accounting, and reporting. 2 
Under PRIME, some separation of the data occurred when the 
Budget Proj_ect data were converted to the program element structure 
used in the test. This was reaciUy identified at the organizational level 
and easily reconciled. 




The third objective of the test was to analyze the ability of the 
system to provide managers at all levels at the test site and at higher 
echelons with information that wUl help them insure that resources are 
obtained, and effectively and eificiently 'ltilized in the accomplishment 
of the mission and. higher echelon objectives • 
In this ·connection Project PRIME required financial resources to 
be controlled by the Commander. This concept has long been the 
philosophy of the Marine Corps, financial and command responsibilities 
have be~n aynonyrnous for a number of years. Financial resources have 
l ong flowed through ¢ommand channels. One of the previous 
Commandants, General David M. Shoup, USMC escribed this principle 
when he said! nour philosophy is that the ·real comptroller is the 
commanding officer, • • • Just as every commanding officer is his o~n 
communications officer and hill own supply officer, even though he has a 
z 
staff officer to assist hin;l, so is he hb ov n comptroller. '1 
The fourth objective was to assure that the system agreed with the 
intent and desire of interested Congressional Committees and other 
higher authority. The system as implemented in the test does provide 
this assurance. 3 
1Ibid. 
2 James F. Wright, quoting General David M. Shoup, 11 Financial 
Management is Inher·ent in Marine Corps Command. 11 Navy M•nagement 
Revie , Vol. XU, No.7, p. ZO. 
3u. S. hA'..arine Corps, Test Directive, p. 2. 
• 
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The fifth objective was to evaluate the cost of implementing the 
l 
system at the test site in relation to benefits realized. 
According to the PRIME Project Office,.- , Lt Col DeLong, the 
projected cost for the one year test period is $285, 000. Up to the present 
time no tangible financial benefits have be~n identified as a J"esult of 
using the system. Intangible benefite have accrued. The cost to 
implem·ent PRlME has so far exceeded the benefits derived. As additional 
management improvements evolve ttom the system, some tangible 
savings may accrue. 
The sixth objective as to asse'ss the impact of test results in 
relation to Marine Corps-wide adoption of the Resour<:e Management 
Systems concept • .z- All facets of PRiME have been given a full and honest 
test by the Marine Corps Development and Education Command. Some 
difficulty has been experienced. Certain areas stUl require "debugging. 11 
The year end close out of the books will be a maJor hurdle and must be 
completed before a fuU evaluation of the test can be made . For these 
reasons it is recommended that PRIME not be adopted Marine Corps-
wide untU fiscal year 1970. 
The la.st objective of the test was to identify and recomm•nd 
improvements or modifications to the concept of the systems of the 
\ 






test. 1 Tentatively it is proposed that a total of eleven recommendations 
will be made at the conClusion of the test. Ten will deal with the minutia 
of the procedures involved in Project PRIME. The final one Ul most 
probably recommend that the test be condqcted for another year at ~e 
Marine Corps Development and Education Command and that Marine 
Corps-wide implementation be deferred untU Fiscal Year 1970. z 
PRIME has its lin'litations and its benefits. Its effectiveness 
bears a direct relation to the degree to hich the military unit applying 
it is similar in function to an industrial/ con:unercial activity. In units of 
a purely military 'nature, such as a reconnaissance company or an 
: infantry battalion., PRIME has. little application. At these levels it does 
not give the manager much more information of a useful natur e than he 
had before. At its present stage of development, the cost of 
implementing PRIME and the effort involved in collecting costs over 
which the manager bas absolutely no control are not worth the results 
achieved. The collecting of military costs in a unit whose atrength' !s 
' 
regulated by the Tables of Organization is futile since the commander 
)'··~. 
does not have now. and will very likely never have, any control over 
these costs. 
In order to reap -the greatest advantages from PRIME ~d to 
minimize expenses involved in retraiDtng military personnel in the. more ~·, 
Ibid • 
\ 
with Lt Col DeLong, Quantico, Virginia, April ' 2.2 , 1968. 
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ophi ticated techniqu s re uired by the system, a modified application 
of th& project should be instituted. In industrial/ commercial type unit , 
PRIME should be implement d juet as desi ned and the pereonnel with 
the necessary skUls to operate th aystom should be n1ade available. 
These skilled personnel can be pr'ovided tilrough more formal school 
• . ., 
instruction and inc:reased on-the- job t'r·aining . In order to accomplish 
this goal, the grade and educational level of certain bUletlil ithin the 
unit comptroller ' s office have to be raised. The benefits derived in 
. . 
ilidust:rial/ commercli.l type operation• wUl no doubt offset these 
additional expenses in the long run. 
• In combat organizations here the nUmber of military ·per •onnel 
remains fi:Xod by the conatrainte of the Tal:)le of Organization, military 
eoetipg should be elin:iinated entirely. 
It is inc\Ullbent upon the users of P IME to evaluate the system 
and to •eek the reatest benefits pos•lble from lt. sbQuld the 
proponents of PRIME look carefully at the refJults of aU the service tosts 
and be willin to reduce or modify the scope of the system in areas here 
the efforts involved. do not yield commensurate benefits. 
)' 
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